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THE ARTIST
Jazzy, soft spoken, dedicated and
fiercely talented. A wife and mother
of three boys is harboring some rue
artistic talents.
Tell her the look you want to create
and the brushes, eyeliner pencils, lipsticks, jewels and anything else she
chooses will began to take on a
transformation when it graces
your face.

The artist,Vondershell Thomasspears, is a trendsetter in the cosmetic industry. As seen throughout our
magazine her style fits the look without being to fussy.
With just one stroke away from true
beauty,Vondershell is making it
happen.

TIPS FOR
CREATING
A FACE
YOU CAN
LIVE WITH
Photographer: Jan Haller

In the Beginning...
Scrub, scrub, scrub, cleansers really are your best friend. A
clean face is the best way to lay the ground work for
beautiful healthy skin. There is no getting around this
important step.

are the same when applying your makeup. Sometimes it is
better to chose an area of your face to focus on instead of
attempting to make the lips, eyes and cheeks stand out at
the same time.

Urgent Reminder...
Foundations are wonderful they provide a surface of even
and smooth skin which in return gives your makeup a
more polished and professional.

No! No! No! bright red lips and green eye shadow is not
for everyone. Choosing the right colors that compliment
your skin tone can actually make you look and feel
younger.

Less is More...

Say Goodbye...

Don't fool yourself into believing the more you apply the
better you look. Moderation is something well learned.

The time has come to say good night to the lipsticks, foundations, eyeliners, blush and anything else you have managed to adorn your face with. Removal is important, no
matter how tired you are, remember to remove your
makeup nightly and you face will thank you later in life.

Laying the Foundation...

The Focal Point...
Throughout life we are taught to stay focused, the rules
6

Especially for you
EDITOR
HELLO! HELLO!
Now that we have your attention, we are so excited! take notice to the new construction on
the magazine size and the awesome layouts that we have created to capture your attention to
the designers clothing.We are definitely headed in that direction. With a fresh perspective and
lots of interesting designer pieces we want you to enjoy your new addition to your family...
Our magazine.
With this new issue we are bringing you more and more for the woman who is wanting something different for herself and possibly for her man. From the fantastic makeup artist,
Vondershell, to the funky styles of the one and only Betsey Johnson. We are lighting up the
pages with designer fashions for the bold and the daring. You don't have to break your budget
with these designers (OK! maybe bend it a little) they are providing quality and dynamic looks
for you to enjoy for a long time.
We've even added a sexy new addition called Mantastic (that means fantastic for the man) let's
not forget about him, if he looks good he just might spend a little bit more on us, and you know
how much we love that
Take some time to read the section on inner sexiness, which focus is not only on the outer
beautification but you inside beauty as well. We all need to learn how to be beautiful women
from within.
Well, I won't hold you up any longer go ahead, get started and we hope you enjoy the changes
as much as we do. Tell you friends to look out for Nchanted Moments magazine where we.....
Dare to be different.
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Weddings Proms Special Occasions. Etc.
The Limousine represents a classic, elegant, stylish
way of traveling. With its sleek long shiny body
and rich leather interior that seems to wrap itself
around you representing an air of luxurious living.
Upon your arrival all eyes are on You watching and
waiting...That is the feeling you get when you
arrive in a limousine. With A+ limousine providing a service of distinction and quality you can sit
back and enjoy your moment in the spotlight.

Robert Jasper
President
P: 281.543.5460
F: 281.778.6581
rdj@apluslimousine.net
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WEDDING WEAR
B

eing unique is definitely not a state of mind but, a
step in boldness and originality.
if you are that unique person then the designers wedding wear on he next few pages are just for you. the
choices are endless, the details are free flowing and he
designs will take your breath away.
Nothing shy about the bride who wears these designs.
She is stepping in a direction that gives a new meaning
to creativity.What a way to express yourself on the day
you have set aside just for you. (and of course him too)
From the simply elegant to he our right colorful and
bodacious. There is no stopping now. Take a step in a
direction that has never been done by you before, it
will be an experience you will never forget.
Why no let your mind, body and soul experience elegance at a new level.
The designers worked hard to give you a style all your
own, you might as well indulge.
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Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Gown provided by: Fiza
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Hairstylist:Yolanda Richardson
Creative Director:Yvette S
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Gown provided by: Romantic Bridal
Photographer: Keystone Images
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Creative Director:Yvette S

Mode International Fashion Show
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Gown: Misora Bridal

Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Gown provided by: Fiza
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Hairstylist:Yolanda Richardson
Creative Director:Yvette S

DARE T BE DIFFERENT
O

Wedding Planner
Events Coordinator
enchantedmoments_events@yahoo.com • (832) 618-2469 / (713) 820-1530

HEALTHY YOU

HEALTHY YOU

SHO
E SH
OCK

Gina’s Shoe Gallery
6132 Village Parkway • Houston, TX 77005 • 713-533-0040 phn/fax
ginashoegallery05@yahoo.com
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The shocking Truth...
My name is.... and I'm a
shoeaholic.
The first step is to admit. The
second step is to do something
about it.
Here is what we recommend...
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Gina’s Shoe Gallery with so many classy prints
and hot up to date styles there is no reason to
go anywhere else.

ur focus is on the new talented
generation that will continue to
grow and give way to new ideas,
new views, and a fresh prospective on life.
With such a large task at hand we want to
give some of these talented people a
chance to express their individuality
through photography, design, journalism
and a host of other ways related to
Nchanted Moments.

O

The goal is to establish their identity and
their work in a resourceful way.
THE PHOTOGRAPHER
A true native Houstonian, Bratchard Guy began his
career in photography in 2004, when he was asked to
take pictures at a wedding for a friend with just a point
and shoot camera.
The pictures turned out so well, many friends of he bride
began to make request and give referrals of his work.
With the encouragement of family and friends, this suddenly grew from a hobby to a business.
After being laid off from his IT job of seven years here
was a chance for a new beginning, by finding employment
in the field of production, doors soon began to open.
Over the years Brat chard has worked behind the scenes
on various productions such as, Fox's Texas Justice,
American Idol,TL C's Breezily, and a George For man
Grill commercial, just to name a few.
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His experiences on the shows has enabled him to quickly
learn the crucial essentials of videos and photography.
Brat chard currently spends his time shooting fashion
photography for magazines such as Chanted Moments
and also shooting special events. When he is not doing
photography he is shooting music videos and videos for
the Berry Center during football season and special
events as well as the broadcast for he Brook hollowChurch Without Walls encouragement ministry.
When Bratchard finally has time to unwind it is spent
doing graphic design, writing lyrics and producing music.
Bratchard can be summed up as a man on the move.
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Clothing Designed By: Betsey Johnson
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Makeup By: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Location: Hotel Derek

pirited, Spunky, Creative, and energized is what
describes a small portion of the fashion
designer, Betsey Johnson. A designer know for
her feminine and whimsical designs and also
known for her famous cartwheels at the end
of her fashion shows, the results of many dance lessons as
a child and adolescent.

The 70's

Johnson's career started when she entered and won the
Mademoiselle Guest Editor Contest. Within a year she
was the in-house designer for the Manhattan boutique,
Paraphernalia.

The Millennium

Betsey became part of both the youth quake fashion
movement and Andy Warhol's underground scene, along
with the velvet underground, Edie Sedgwick and Lou
Reed.

In the 1970's, Betsey took control of the fashion label,
Alley Cat, which was popular with the rock n' roll musicians of that era. In 1972 Betsey Johnson won the, Coty
Award. Betsey started her own fashion line in 1978 and
opened her first retail store in Soho. Today there are
more than forty five stores world wide.

In 2002 Betsey Johnson was inducted into the fashion
Walk of Fame in New York, her designs have expanded to
include, handbags, accessories, hats, scarves, and jewelry.
In 2005 Betsey was honored with the 2005 Lifetime
Achievement Award. Betsey, a strong advocate in the
fight against breast cancer is also a survivor of the disease. Betsey has been honored by the National Breast
Cancer Coalition for her tireless effort in the fight against
Breast Cancer.

The 1960's
In 1969 Betsey opened up her very own boutique called,
Betsey Bunki Nini, in New York's upper east side, her in
house model was Edie Sedgwick. Betsey also designed
the clothing Sedgwick wore on her last film, Ciao!
Manhattan.

Betsey's spirit and her designs are a ray of sunshine on
the cloudiest day.

Clothing Designed By: Betsey Johnson
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Makeup By: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Location: Hotel Derek
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Events

Fiza

HOUSTON"S 2007
5TH ANNUAL GALA

Catering to a generation that seeks a more modern image
and yet desires to maintain a traditional look, emphasizing
on individuality, style, quality and
cut.
The gala, benefiting the
Developments in Literacy (DIL)
which is dedicated to providing
quality eductaion to disadvantaged children, especially girls by
establishing and operating
schools in the underdeveloped
region of Pakistan with a srong
focus on gender equality and
community participation.
DIL establishes, adopts and maintains primary and secondary
schools in Pakistan for underprivileged children. There
are 127 schools which run in partnerships with seven
non-governmental and non-profit organizations and 23
schools are run directly by DIL.
The event, which was held at the Marriot Westchase, on
April 7, 2007, was hosted by Farwah Shah and Shaq
Scoudry, owners of FIZA Boutique.
The evening transpired into a magnificent showing of elegant and elaborately detailed evening wear and wedding
gowns, created by such designers as, HSY, Sadaf Malalene,
Karma, Noui, and DeePak Perwani.

Each piece was more amazing
than the previous each design
providing us with such extraordinary details along with beautiful fabrics that flowed
throughout each garment.
Nothing could compare to the
grand finale of wedding wear
that was graciously modeled by
the men and the women.
The wedding gowns were
designed with intricate details
of beading that stood out like
stars on a beautiful summer night. From the silk scarves
with beadwork that seemed to be endless, to the sari's
that not only had gorgeous beading
but, were masterfully designed in
unique styles for all women to enjoy.
the array of colors on each wedding
gown ranged from turquoise to a very
rich and bold red. To add to what was
already breathtaking, the men came out
and showed us their unique wedding
garments. From head to toe the styles
and colors were endless.With turban's
that commmanded your attention and
comfortable wear with its own expression to detail, nothing was left out even
the shoe had a flair all its own.

Teen Time
Betsy Johnson Style

Taylor
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Rouge Style
Designed by: Aleksandra Bralo

A young talented soft spoken woman with dreams
that are endless arrives in Houston, from Bosnia at
the age of 21 years old.
Aleksandra Bralo begins her journey into the fashion world first as a model and later becomes an
actress. With more dreams ahead, Aleksandra
slowly steps behind the scenes as a fashion coordinator and casting agent. Being involved in fashion
happened naturally for her.
The Bosnia born designer also designs costumes
for the Cutting Room, an independent movie
directed by Travis Ammons. With so much already
going on Aleksandra is also casting director and
designer for Bartenders Indie Movie by, MT Global
Entertainment.
In the process of working for others, her vision of
being able to create designs with a European flare
was beginning to come into existence,. One day
sitting around the table trying to find a unique and
stylish name for her new venture, Rouge Style was
born. A love of fashion and style and wanting to
always be top notch helped her to create her business in 2006. Rouge style is also a calendar that
features a diverse culture of women and style.
And yet the dreams continue… In 2007,
Aleksandra’s designs have arrived, with designs
ranging from swim wear to sassy evening wear.
These styles are not for the faint of heart. The
young designer creates styles that are sleek, sexy,
and slightly daring. With an eye still on the future,
Aleksandra is looking to increase her passions. We
will just have to wait and see what her next creative venture will be.
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MANTASTIC
OUT OF THE BOX FASHIONS FOR MEN
Okay ladies, it's his turn to be the
center of attention for at least one
night. He's earned it.

Each peice was designed with just
enough detail to give it total sophisication and allure. Nothing will stop him
now from wanting to stand out from
the rest.

These oh! so sexy styles are for the
man who is a cut above the rest.
Stepping out in any of these designs will Looking good has never looked so good
surely draw the attention of both male until now.
and females.
36

Mens wear provided by: Fiza
Photographer: Bratchard Guy

WHY ME!
How come I am not
beautiful? What is
she using to make
her look like that?
How did she get to
be so thin and sexy?
Somebody please
help me?
How many times have you looked at a baby and said how
cute she is? How many times have you looked at a super
model and commented on how gorgeous she looks? Can
you be sure you are looking at the true beauty? If hat
cute baby was screaming for several hours would you still
find her to be so cute? If the super model was throwing a
tantrum and yelling in your face would she still be considered gorgeous at that moment? Most likely the answer
would be no.
What caused you to change your perceptive about how
they look now? It has to do with the true beauty mechanism which is located inside of each person. Beauty is
described as: the combination of qualities that makes
something pleasing and impressive to listen to or touch, or
especially to look at. If the person is acting out in a manner that is considered as rude then they are no longer categorized under beauty, they are no longer pleasing to listen to or to look at.
Everything you do, say, or feel has to come from somewhere inside. Not enough focus is placed on the inner
beauty because you have been conditioned to believe that
through television commercials, magazine articles, beauty
creams and other forms of outer beauty methods, this is
the way to true beauty.
Super models depend on their outer beauty to get them
top dollars in an industry that is so fierce, but even for
them it helps to have inner beauty as well and that is not
always the case with some of these lovely models.
In life all women want to be classified as beautiful in one
way or another. Achieving he goal is possible, releasing the
negative that keeps you from reaching your goal is sometimes the hardest part of making the change. Finding out
what it takes to gain control over your inner beauty is
going to be the driving force that helps you to discover
the real you, it's called acceptance, accepting who you are
without the wild hairstyles and the loud clothing.
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Accepting your temporary flaws and any other set backs
you may have. Now you can began to relate to the inner
beauty. It does take time and patience to reach the real
you.
No longer will you have to look at an ad and wish you
could be like the model, for all you know she may be wishing she could be someone else.
Once you have mastered the art of gaining your inner
beauty, then you will be able o gain he inner sexiness that
makes you who you are or for some, takes you where you
want to go in life. Inner beauty creates inner sexiness.
The woman who can posses and release her inner sexiness is a woman that is in control of situations and life.
Inner sexiness is not just about the animalistic side but,
about power and self control, about making things happen,
about being bold and stepping out of the ordinary.
Your inner sexiness allows you to be the leader and not
always a follower. You can change the outer everyday with
new clothing, new makeup and other items that make you
feel different for a short period of time. If you don't take
the time to change the inner then a real change has not
taken place and the temporary outer change will eventually face away sometimes leaving you more incomplete than
when you first started the outer change.

The Animalistic Side
It is also a side that posses an insurmountable level of
power causing man to fall over the years dating as far back
as Adam and Eve. Although Eve used an apple to tempt
Adam, there was some form of inner sexiness (control)
that was used to make Adam give in to the desires to be a
part of Eve's wishes. As women that power has been used
for good and sometimes for evil. In today's society where
women feel it is necessary to bring out the inner sexiness
to make a man drop to his knees, a true art form of what
inner sexiness means is lost.
Sure women love having control over men by using the
animalistic side of inner sexiness, but does this usage make
you feel in control all the time or just for he moment?
How do you feel when the moment of male submissiveness is over? Does the inner sexiness still stand out?
Your inner sexiness definitely has a powerful side but, its
usage is not to be misunderstood. Inner sexiness is a form
of beauty that creates a passion for life and love, leaving
you feeling complete each and everyday in all the things
you set out to accomplish weather you reach your goals
or not. Your inner sexiness is what drives you to take the
necessary steps and to continue moving forward in life.

EVENTS

Mode Internationale
Fashion Show
Presented by: KEILANS MODELS
Benifiting: Big Brothers and Sisters of Greater Houston

Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Greater Houston is a private, nonprofit organizaion and an affilate of Big Brothers, Big Sisters of
America. Founded in 1952, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of greater Houston serves more than
2,000 children annually, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of Greater Houston is a united way
agency sponsored by the Unied Way of Texas
Gulf coast.

While everyone was taking the time to mingle we decided to
take a look at what goes on behind the scenes to create some
of these stunning events. Surprisingly the models were displaying a calmness while preparing for their moment in
the spotlight.We watched makeup and hairstyles
being created by Tara Ward. Some of the models
were practicing their walks and the gorgeous guys
were...looking gorgeous.

Creating successful one-to-one mentoring
relationships for all local children and teengers, between the
ages of 6 and 15,who need and want them, resulting in better
schools, brighter futures, and stronger communities for all.

Our hostess for the evening, Katherine Munoz, and
Natalie Willingham, helped to get the event into full
motion which began with a violen rendition played by
the young Hailey Harris, that led un into the moment
we were all anticipating.

With non stop fashions and gorgeous models the runway event,
which took place at the Hotel Derek on June 10th, was a real
crowd pleaser. Designs were provided by Fiza, Rouge Style, Ill
wear swimwear, and Misora Bridal.
As guests slowly arrived a beautiful display of artistic paintings
were onsite for all to view, courtsey of the talented Coco
Easterwood. Provisions of wine and cheese along with fresh
assorted fruits was provided giving you just enough to wet your
palate.

From the bridal to the sexy men’s wear all the way to the super
sexy swim wear the fashions were flowing and the crowd was
loving every moment of it.
The mastermind behind this fashion extravaganza was Keilan
Brooks owner of Keilan Models.The runway fashions ranged
from the bridal to the sexy men's wear all the way to the super
sexy swimwear, which seemed to please the crowd immensely.
From beginning to end Keilan's goal was successfully accomplished. Can't wait to see what his next fashion venture
will bring.
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the real you

Evening Wear With Exotic Flair
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Evening wear provided by: Fiza
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Hair Stylist:Yolanda Richardson
Creative Director:Yvette S
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Left Side
Evening Wear Provided by: Fiza
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V
Hair Stylist:Yolanda Richardson
Right Side
Betsey Johnson Design
Photographer: Bratchard Guy
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V

Rouge Style Designs
Photographer: Jan Haller
Makeup: Picture Perfect Makeup by V

t's 5:00 in the morning an while others are just
turning over in their comfortable beds, dreaming of
Nchanted Moments magazine, our models are
preparing for a day of shooting. Never knowing
what to expect they come ready, eager and excited to
began a journey into the world of fashion.

I

With so many days, sometimes months of planning he
perfect shoot anything can go wrong at any Moments
especially when attempting to shoot outdoors, from the
unexpected rains to the sudden gust of winds destroying
a recently done hairstyle and of course the most famous,
the Texas heat. Yet our models work through it all.
As the day progresses, the photo shoots become more
intense and the models endurance is put to the test.
Tiredness, sore feet, and hunger pains began to set in.
Even though break times are rare, especially when the
editor is around, the models show they are faithful and
talented with each click of the camera.
Prep time not only focuses on the models but also on the
staff that makes it all happen beginning with the makeup
artist, who has a panache for long eyelashes, is consistently making sure the models faces look picture perfect for
each shoot. Ready for any sudden color change, which
has been known to happen working with the creative
director, the artist makeup collection is quite extensive
and well kept.
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There is the fabulous assistant who is checking clothing,
jewelry, shoes, consoling models, keeping designer pieces
in top condition, making sure everyone has arrived on
time, checking for dehydration among the models, OK!
and the editor to, tagging clothing, dressing models,
undressing models, packing everything up and getting
ready to do it again. What would we do without her?
A photo shoot does not exist without a photographer,
one who understands the insane mind of the creative
director and can still smile and work with her. A photographer who can get the shot that brings out the characteristics of the designers clothing and the beauty of the
model at the same time. A photographer who knows how
to create a story in a single shoot without needing someone to coach them. Nchanted Moments has captured
that photographer and yes, after every long photo shoot
he is still smiling and keeps coming back.
There are so many people who help make the transformations of the models become a successful venture
allowing us to move forward in the direction of daring to
be different.
Finally at the end of the long day, relaxation is beginning
to set in, the models, photographers, makeup artist, hair
stylist, assistants, creative directors and of course the editor can now unwind, at least until the next time when it
all begins again

At the end of an extremely long day of shooting,
the body, the mind and the soul are all in agreement
that rest is a luxury well earned and definitely well enjoyed.
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